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Billu | Trailer | Now in HD | Shah Rukh Khan, Irrfan Khan, Lara Dutta | A film by Priyadarshan. Red Chillies Entertainment. Red Chillies .... A barber named Billu (Irrfan Khan) and his wife (Lara Dutta) are struggling to make ends meet when a famous movie star, Sahir Khan (Shahrukh Khan), co…. Billu, also known as Billu Barber, is a 2009 Indian Hindi-language comedy-drama film by
Priyadarshan, produced by Red Chillies Entertainment and distributed .... Billu. 2009TV-PG 2h 12mHindi-Language Movies. In an Indian village, a struggling barber sees his luck begin to turn when residents learn that a famous actor .... Watch Billu Online on MX Player | Enjoy full Billu, 2009 Comedy movie for free in best quality.. In an Indian village, a struggling barber sees his luck begin to turn
when ... when Bollywood actor Sahir Khan makes an appearance to film a movie in the town.. Watch billu baber movie comedy 1 shahrukh khan - Indian bollywood movies on Dailymotion. ... Billu barber .... Jul 9, 2014 - Billu Barber - comedy about a town's reaction to their lowly barber's rumored friendship with a famous bollywood superstar.
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